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Object extraction algorithms with a Neural Network (NN) are described. The objective 
function to be minimized for object exlractlon from a scene IS shown to be similar to the 
expression of energy of a nenral Iletwork. A mo<hfied ver.>Jon 01 Hopfield's Neural Network 
model is nsed here. The weights and Input biases are given in sllch a way that the network 

self-orgamles to form compact clusters. 130th the discrete and the continuous dynamics of the 

network have been used for this purpose Performance of the proposed method, ha" been 
~ompared with that of the relaxation techniqne. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image segmentation (object extraction) is one of the essential and important steps of 

computer vision. It can be done either by gray level thresholding or by pixel 
classification (modification). t, 2 The first approach, though computationally less expen

sive, is effective only for good quality images with bimodal histograms. On the other 

hand, pixel classification (or modification) techniques are computation intensive but 
usually more effective as they use the spatial distributions of gray levels. Therefore, an 
artificial neural network (ANN) system that can perform extremely fast parallel 

computation seems to be an attractive architecture for this type of application, as this 

will enable us to get the output in real time. The present paper attempts to develop 
algorithms for the extraction of compact objects from a noisy scene using the 
collective computational ability of an ANN. 

9Neural networks 3
- (NNs) are designated by the network topology, connection 

strengths between pairs of neurons, node characteristics and the updating rules. The 
updating rules may be for updating the status of an individual neuron, or that of the 
connection strengths (weights). Normally an objective function, called the energy of 

the network, is defined which designates the overall status of the network. A minimum 

value of the energy function corresponds to a stable state of the network. 
The present work uses the network as an associative memory3,5 to extract objects 

from a scene. It has been established that the stable states of the network (local 

minima of its energy function) correspond to the partitioning of the scene into compact 

(meaningful) regions (say, neurons having ON status constitute the object regions and 
those having OFF status constitute the background region). So given an initial state, 

the status of the neurons are modified iteratively so as to attain a stable slale, when the 
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neurons with ON status constitute the object (background) regions. A few approaches 

to object extraction using ANNs can be found in Refs. 10-12. In addition to these, 

several authors 13, 14 have used multi-layer perceptrons also for image segmentation. 
Blanz and Gish 13 used a three-layer perceptron trained with a set of similar images for 

pixel classification. On the other hand, Babaguchi et ai. 14 used a similar concept for 

histogram thresholding. It is to be noted that all these perceptron-based techniques 

require a set of images for leaming which may not always be available in real life 

si tuations. 

The architecture and dynamics of the network used here are such that self

organization5
,6 of the neurons is enforced. It may be mentioned here that the term '. 

"self-organization" refers to the ability to find out the structure of the input data even 
when no explicit information is available about it. The proposed technique exploits the 

inherent structure of the input data to extract compact objects from a scene. The 

ndwork architecture used is as follows. A neuron has been assigned corresponding to 

every pixel. Each neuron is connected to all of its neighbours. The network 
architecture can, therefore, be thought of as a modified version of Bopfield's network 

modej3,4 where the connection strengths to all the neurons outside its neighbourhood 

are zero. Depending upon the gray value of the pixel, the initial status of the 
corresponding neuron is fixed. In the present case we are using simply a linear 
transformed version of the gray value. The connection strength between a pair of 

Ileurons (weights) is assigned depending on the a priori information about the joint 

di~tribution of the corresponding gray level pair. The neurons operate in pamllel and 
upuate their status (while in transition) taking the consensus of their neighlbo rs. 

The convergence of the fJetwork is checked with respect to every neuron. I the 

change in output status of every neuron is less than some preassigned small positive 
lJua tity (E) the network is said to have converged. The input/output transfer function 
of a neuron can be any continuous monotonically increasing function of the 

instantaneous input to it. The exact nature of the function may depend upon the 
problem at hand. [n the present work, the standard "5" function as used 'n fuzzy 
sets ,15 is considered. 

, ince the weight assignment technique and the status updating procedure consider 

the ffect of the neighbourhood, the object extraction procedure will not be sensitive to 
noise and will try to preserve connectivity among the pixels of the extracted regions. It 
i' ttl be noted that the initial activation levels may affect the ultimate output to some 
e tent. 

The effectiveness of the proposed technique has been demonstrated on a synthetic 

binary image corrupted by noise and on two gray-tone real images. H ha'> 1 en found 
that the results are quite good and satisfactory. For compact objects, as expected, he 

proposed techniques are found to work better. Results have been comp'<lfcd with those .• 
(l[ the relaxation technique. 1,16 An objective evaluation of the proposed methods has 

also been tried using the probability of cOITect classification. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF NEURAL NETWORKS 

2.1.	 General Description of Neural Networks 

As mentioned earlier a neural network is characterized by the network topology, 

connection strength between pairs of neurons (weights), node characteristics and the 

status updating rules. Node characteristics mainly specify the primitive types of 

operations it can perform, like summing the weighted inputs coming to it and then 

amplifying the sum. The updating rules may be for weights and/or states of the 

processing elements (neurons). Normally an objective function is defined which 

represenls the complete status of the network and its set of minima gives the stable 

states of the network. The status of any neuron of the network can be updated at 

random limes independent of the other bu t in parallel. Since there are interactions 

among all the neurons the collective property inherently reduces the computational 

task. As our sludy will be concerned with networks similar to that of Hopfield's 

model, 3 a brief description of the same is given below. Discussion of the Hopfield 

model can be done under two headings, discrete and continuous, depending on the 

permissible values of the output status of a neuron during transition. 

2.1. J. Discrete model 

In this model bi-state neurons are used. Each neuron i, has two possible states ON 

and OFF, characterized by the output values (VJ of -1 and + 1. The input to a 

neuron comes from two sources, external input bias 1, and inputs from other neurons 

(to which it is connected). Thus the total input to a neuron i is 

Vi = L W,}' VI + Ii	 (I) 
} 

where W,.! (the weight) is the synaptic interconnection strength from neuron.i to neuron 

i.	 The connection strengths are assumed to be symmetric, i.e. W,} = WI" 
For this system the motion of the state of the NN in state space describes the 

computation that it performs. The present model describes it in terms of a stochastic 

evolution. Each neuron samples its input at any random time. It changes the value of 

its output or leaves it unaltered according to a threshold rule with the threshold 8,. 
The rule is 

VI ~ -1 if Vi :5 0,	 (2) 

VI ~ + I if Vi> OJ .	 (3) 

The interrogation of each neuron is a stochastic process, taking place at a fixed 

mean rate. The times of interrogation of each neuron are independent of that of others 

thereby making the algorithm asynchronous. 

It can be shown thaI any state change produced by the above threshold logic reduces 

the energy of the network defined by 
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E = - L L W,jVYj - L I, V, + Ley, . (4) 
j 

The change of energy !:J.E due to a change of state of the neuron i by !:J. V, IS 

(5)!:J.E = - [ ~ Wi; Vj + I, - eiJ !:J. V, . 

Now if !:J. VI is positive, then from Eg. (3) we see that the bracketed quantity in Eq. (5) 

is also positive, making !:J.E negative. When !:J. Vi is negative, the bracketed quantity 
beeomes negative (from Eq. (2» resulting again in making !:J.E negative. Thus any 
change in E under the above algorithm is negative. Since E is bounded, the time 
evolution of the system is a motion in the state space that seeks out minima in E and 
stops at such points. 

2.1.2.	 Continuous model 

This model is based on continuous variables and responses. Let the output variable 
V, for the ith neuron lie in the range [-1, I], and be continuous and a monotonically 
increasing function of the instantaneous input VI to it. The input/output relation 

V,	 = g(V,) (6) 

is sigmoidal with asymptotes -I and + 1. It is also necessary that the inverse of g 

exists, i.e. g-'(V) is defined. 
A typical cholce of the function g is 

g(x) = 2 ---~-c: I .	 (7) 
. I + e-(x-Il}/oll 

Here the parameter 8 controls the shifting of the function g along the X-axis and 80 

determines the steepness (sharpness) of the function. Positive values of 8 shift g(x) 

towards the positive x-axis and vice versa. Lower values of 00 make the function 
steeper while higher values make it less sharp_ The value of g(x) lies in [-I, II with 

0.0	 at x = O. 
Hopfield 3 has shown that 

(8a) 
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is a Liapunov function for the above mentioned system and dEldt s: O. Here R i IS the 

total input resistance of the amplifier realizing a neuron. The last teon in Eq. (8a) is 

the energy loss teon which becomes zero at the high gain limit, i.e. for higher value 

of g. Similar to the discrete case, the time evolution of the system will also lead to a 
minimum of E and stop there. The dynamics of the network are governed by the 

differential equations obtained from 

dE dU, 
(8b)

av, dt 

2.2.	 Description of the Network Used in the Present Study 

A digital image can be viewed as a rectangular array of pixels 

FpxQ = {j(x, y) E (1,2,3, ,L), the set of gray levels}pxQ' In this study one 
neuron is assigned to each of the P X Q pixels and each neuron is connected only to 

its neighbouring pixels. In other words, the (i, j)th neuron is connected to all neurons 

in its neighbourhood N d (dth order neighbourhood). The selection of the neighbour
hood system (N d

) is problem dependent. For a pixel (i, j) the 2nd order neighbour

hood consists of the nearest four neighbours, whereas the nearest eight neighbours 

constitute the 3rd order neighbourhood. With a 3rd order (N 3
) neighbourhood, the 

network topology takes the form depicted in Fig. 1. Thus we see that W'j.kl > 0 if 
(k, I) E N~, otherwise Wij,kl = 0, where Wij.kl is the connection strength between the 
(i, j)th and the (k, l)th neuron. Obviously, if the size of the neighbourhood increases, 

the computation involved will also increase. Hence the uetwork can be thought to be a 
modified version of Hopfield's network3 .4 with the modification that the connection 

strength to all neurous outside the neighbourhood (Nd 
) is zero. However in the 

following discussion	 an N 3 neighbourhood will be assumed. 

From Eq. (7) we notice that 

Lr.x _ -00 g(x) = -1 

and 

LI 
x- +00 g(x)=+I. 

In other words, as x _ ± 00, the function asymptotically approaches the limiting 

values of ± 1. ]n the present case, since the number of neighbours is eight, for 
noonalized values of connection strengths the input value to a neuron lies in [-8, 8]. 

A polynomial function defined over a finite domain may also be used as an 

input/output transfer function. One such choice can be 
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g(x) = -I x:Sa 

a)"X =2" - 
( c - a 

c - X)"= I - 2'" -- ( c-a 

(9)
 

= I x2:c 

for n 2: 2 and b = (a + c)/2. In this case g(x) lies in [-I, I] with g(x) = 0.0 at 

x = h. The domain of x is la, c]. The value of n controls the sharpness (steepness) of 

the function. The above function is nothing but a generalized version of the standard 
"S" function as used in fuzzy sets. 15 

In this case since the domain of x is [-8, 8J, i.e. a = -8, C = 8, the function g 
takes the form 

g(x)=-] x:S -8 

] 
= - (x + 8)/1 -8 :S x :S a 

2 3
" 

( 10) 

I 
= 1 - - (8 - x)" 

2 3 
" 

=1 x 2: 8 

However, for quick convergence one can use the domain [- I, 1], i.e. 

g(x)=-I x:S -] 

= (x + 1)/1 - 1 

(II) 

= 1 - (I - x)/1 

=1 x2:1 

3. OBJECT EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS 

3.1. Fonnulation of the Energy Function 

In the present study we shall consider the image of an ideal scene cOlTupted by 

noise. By ideal scene we mean that the scene has one or more compact object 
region(s) with uniform characteristics. In fact any real image with some compact 
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object(s) can be viewed like this. Given such an image, our objective here is to extract 

the object regions with the help of a neural network. Hence in the following, we shall 

try to fonnulate the energy function of the proposed network in such a manner that in 

the stable state of the network the object regions are clearly separated from the 

background. 

Consider the energy function defined in Eq. (4), which has two parts. The first part 

is due to the local field or feedback and the second part corresponds to the input bias 

of the neurons. In tenns of images, the first part can be viewed as the impact of the 

gray levels of the neighbouring pixels, whereas the second part can be attributed to the 

gray value of the pixel under consideration. The energy function can then be 

formulated in the following way. 

Whatever be the input, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the input 

values to the neurons lie in [-], 1]. In an image, the gray value of a pixel is highly 

influenced by that of its neighbours. So, if a pixel belongs to an object region, the 

probability of its neighbours belonging to the same object region is very high. This 

suggests that if a pair of adjacent pixels is having similar values then the potential 

(energy) contributiou of this pair of pixels to the overall energy function should be 

much less. If the gray values of two adjacent pixels are Vi and V) (from now onwards 

the two-dimensional indices of a neuron will be replaced by a oue-dimensional index), 

then one possible choice for the contribution of each of these pairs to the overall 

energy function can be 

(12) 

where W,) is a non-negative constant for a particular i and j. This Wi, can be viewed 

as the connection strength between the ith and the jth neurons and V, is the output 

status of the ith neuron. So the total energy contributed by all pixel pairs will be 

(13) 

where h, = Lj (W,) Vi) is tenned as the local field. 
For every neuron i, there is an initial input bias Ii which can be taken to be 

proportional to the actual gray level of the corresponding pixel. This is quite logical, 

as even in a noisy environment, if the gray level of a pixel is high (low), the 

corresponding intensity value of the scene is expected to be high (low). The input bias 

value is taken in the range [-1,1]. Under the above framework an ONe/) neurou 

corresponds to an object pixel whereas an OFF( -]) neuron represents a background 

pixel. So the threshold between object and background can logically be taken as O. If 

any neuron has a very high positive bias (""']) or a very high negative bias ("'" -]), 

then it is very likely that in the stable state it will be ON or OFF, respectively. So, the 

product I i V, should contribute less towards the total energy value, and the second part 

of the energy expression may be written as 
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- L I, V, .	 (14) 

Then the expression of energy for the object extraction problem takes the fornl 

E = - L L W,} VY, - L V,I, .	 (IS) 
i	 ; 

Thus we see that expression (15) is to be minimized for separating the object 

regions from the background. The minimization of expression (15) requires the 

knowledge of W,,, which will be addressed in the next section. 

3.2.	 Assignment of Weights 

We have already mentioned that if a particular pixel belongs to the object region 

then its neighbouring pixels are also expected to belong to the same region. In other 

words, the probability of the joint occurrence of that gray value pair is expected to be 

high. This suggests the use of the probability of co-occurrence of the gray values as 

the connection strength. However, if the image is highly corrupted by noise then the 

joint probability may not convey the desired information, and hence it is not desirable 

to use that as the connection weight. Under these circumstances, when the image is 

expected to be highly corrupted by noise, one can use W,; = I or O. In the following 

section, the estimation of the connection weight when the image is with moderate 

noise will be discussed. 

Let Ilkl be the number of occurrences of the gray level k (1) followed by / (k) in a 

particular fashion in the whole image. Then the weight (W,) between the ith and the 

jth neurons can be taken as 

W,j 
nkl 

=	 --- = pu (16)
L 11 m,., 

where k = input gray level of the ith neuron 

1 = input gray level of the jth neuron 

Pki = the probability of the joint occurrence of the gray levels k followed by I. 

Note that L W" = L Pkl = 1. Now, instead of taking W,} = Pki one can also 
choose 

nkl L n mn 

nk!	 ( 17) =c·-L I1 mll 

where C IS a positive constant for a given image. 
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The two criteria (Eqs. (16) and (17)) are basically the same, the only difference IS 

in scaling. But the latter is prefelTed, since it strongly favours the most freqnent gray 

value pairs which is intuitively desirable. 

3.3. Realization with Neural Network 

3.3.1.	 Discrete model 

The expression in Eg. (15) is equivalent to the expression in Eq. (4) with e = O. 

Hence the network structure described in Sec. 2.2 can be used to obtain the minima of 

the expression in Eq. (15). To put it in other words, thc network (Fig. 1) can solve the 

image segmentation (object extraction) problem. Herc the status updating rule is the 

same as in Eqs. (2) and (3), with e = o. 

3.3.2.	 Continuous model 

The expressions in Eqs. (8a) and (15) differ by the term 

only. But for high gain4 of "g" (Eq. (8a», the above tenn vanishes. So the two 

expressions (Eqs. (8a) and (15» become idenlieal. Hence under the continuous 

framework the object extraction problem can be solved by using a neural network 

whose energy function takes the fonn 

( 18) 

The search process can be activated by solving Vi (V i) from the following differential 

equations 

Fig. I. Topology of (he neural network. 
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(19) 

Once the V, values are known, Eq. (6) can be applied to get the output status V" 

4. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

To check the validity and effectiveness of the proposed technique, computer 

simulation has been done using some synthetic images (Figs. 3(a), 4(a), Sea)) and 

some real images (Figs. 6(a), 7(a), 8(a)). The synthetic input images have been 

generated by adding N(O, a}') noise to every pixel of the binary image depicted in 

Fig. 2. The value of (J, is gradually increased so as to have SNR = 1.0, where SNR 

is defined as 

ran<>c of <>ray levels 
SNR = " " 

(J, 

The different noisy versions of Fig. 2 and the corresponding extracted objects with 

both discrete and continuous dynamics of the network are given in Figs. 3-5. One of 

the real images used is a "NOISY TANK" (Fig. 6(a)). The outputs obtained by the 

discrete and the continuous models are depicted in Figs. 6(b)-(e). For these images 

the weight WI} is assigned as one (I), if j is a neighbour of i and zero (0), otherwise. 

The algorithm is also tested on an uncorrupted image of "BIPLANE" (Figs.7(a) 

and Sea)) so as to establish the effectiveness of weight assignment depending on the 

joint distribution of gray levels (Eq. (17)). The extracted outputs for this image with 

discrete and continuous models (with N2 ) are shown in Figs. 7(b) and (c), respec

tively. On the other hand, Figs. 7(d) and (e) represent the same outputs with N'. For the 
sake of comparison, we have also implemented the algorithm with WII = a or I and 

the corresponding outputs are shown in Figs. S(b)-(e). 

fIg. 2. Original ,ynthelic image. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 3. (a) Noisy version of Fig. 2 with SNR = 4.8 (Input). (b) Output by discrele model with N 2
. 

(c) Output by continuous model with N2 (d) Output by discrete model with N) (e) Output by continuous 
model with N) (f) Output by relaxation method with N'. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 4. (a) Noisy ver,ion or Fig. 2 wlih SNR '" 1.6 (Input). (b) Output by di,crele model wIth N 2 

(e) Output by eonl!.nuous model with N 2 (d) Output by di,crcle model with N \ (e) Output by continuous 

model wIth N-'. (f) Output by rel<Jx<Juon method wJlh N'. 
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(,I) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(d (f) 

Fig. 5 (a) NOIsy version or Fig, 2 w,th $NR = 1 () (lnput) (b) Output by dl,crclc model wilh N'. 

(e) Output by conl\nllOUS moueI wllh N~, (d) Output by li~,Tet~ model with N' , (el Output by c"f!linuQus 

model wlih iV' (I) Output by rela~atlon method WIth N". 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

..
 
hg:. 6. (a) "NOISY ANK" irn!-."C (Itlrut) (h) OUlpul hy UIscrcte moue! wlth J\" (cllJu ]1-11 'v 
cunllnuous rn ~Id ~i111 fill. (d) OlllPlI1 y discrele Inodel wilh :Vi. (e) OUlpUl hy conllllUOU.S lnmkl wlih ,\I'. 
(I Ie IJI by re axalio melhou w'lh ",,, 
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(a) 

(0) (c) 

(d) (c) 

Fig. 7. (a) "BIPLANE" image (Input). (b) Output by discrete model ",ith N 2 (W'J by E'I. (\7)). 
(e) Output by eontjnuou~ model wLth N2 (W'J by Eg. (17). (d) Output by discrete model with N1 (W'J by 
Eg. (17». (e) OUI.pul by COJltllluoUS model witb N' (W'J hy Eq. (17» 
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(b)(al 

(el (d) 

(c) (I) 

FIg.. R. (al "BIPLANE" Image (Input). (b) Output by discrete model with tV 2. (c) Output hy contlnuou, 

model with tV'- (d) Output by d,scrcte model with N'. (e) Output by con\;nuou, model wHh N' ll) Output 
by relaxation method with N ' 
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Examining the results (Figs. 3-6) it can be said that the outputs obtained by the 
continuous dynamics are better than those obtained by the discrete versions. It is seen 
that for high values of SNR. the results obtained by the two approaches are very close 
and for all practical purposes they cannot be distinguished. Since the discrete dynamics 
take much less time to stabilize, for higher values of SNR, the discrete mOdel is 
prefen·ed. It is also noticed from the results that with decrease of SNR, there is a 
slight deterioration in the quality of outputs. 

From the results of the "BIPLANE" image (Fig. 7) it is seen that the weight 
assignment procedure using Eg. (17) is good enough to extract the exact shape of the 
object including the propeller of the "BIPLANE" 

Moreover, it is clear from the results that N 2 connectivity is more noise sensitive 
than N 1 connectivity. But for higher values of SNR (i.e. for less con'upted images) the 
outputs are comparable, Thus for less corrupted images, N2 connectivity with discrete 
dynamics can be used thereby saving both space and time. 

To establish the superiority of the proposed method over the existing iterative 
algorithms a result-wise comparison is made with the relaxation technique. For the 
computation of the compatibility function in the relaxation method the following 
formula is used: 

where CU, j; h, k) gives a measure of the compatibility that the element (I, belongs to 
the class CJ and (I" to Ck ; p(a,ECI ) is the a priori probability of O,ECj . The results 
obtained with N 3 connectivity are also included in Figs. 3-8. From the results it is 
evident that the ohjects extracted by the NN-based methods preserve the shapes and 
the approximate outlines of the actual inputs in a better way than those by the 
relaxation algorithm, 

Objective evaluation of the results has been attempted using the percentage of 
correct classification of pixels. The numerical results are depicted in Table 1. From the 

Table I. 

Percentage or correct classification 
Synthetic 

Irnag~ ConneClivlly Neural Network. Algoriehm, 
wllh Relaxation 

Di,crele Continuous 

a = 05 N' 99.93 99.71 99.43 

if= 15 N2 98.69 99.23 97.89 

IT = 24 N2 92.25 96.47 90.n 

if = 05 N' 99.90 99.71 91\.58 

a= IS N' 9928 99.40 97.55 

(T = 24 N' 98.54 98.68 92.80 
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lank it is found thai for aJi (l!f 'erent types of connectivity and noise levels the 
p~rcent.<ge f p'xels correctly "Iassified by the proposed algorithms is more han th:.rL 
llY 'he relax.:Ition technique. This also establishes the superiority or the propnsc neural 
ne w(}rk-ba~ d algorithms. 

It j,' n "'e note from Eq. (8b) that in order to get the input to all neum s (11' I C 

network (of ~ize N, x N 2 ) at an instant (1 +. ~t) one has to solve .N I x N 2 

diflcrmliul equations with given initial values at time t. For this the Euler m lhod is 
lI!-.~d here, L c. we iterated (fro 1 Eq. (19)) 

V,(t + ll.t) - U,(t) + t:.1 ( ~ W" V,(t) + 1, - VI(t)) (20) 

untiJ convergence. Numerical solutions for these differential equations requi"e a 
~lllppillg crile lOll which can be taken as 

IU,u + ~I) - V,C!) I < t", for all i (21 ) 

\\'h re £ is a preassigned small positive quantity. The present simulation srudy uses 
At = 10-5 and £ = 10-6 

The network is assumed to attai n a stable state if for every neuron I, 

I\fAt) - V,(t + ~I)I < fl, where £1 is another preassigned small positive lu<mlilY. 
- e I two k may require a sufficiently large time ro achieve the exact value of -I 
(OFF) or + (ON). Obviously, if the precision level is increased (value or £' is 
decreased) Ihl,~ network takes more time to converge. Quick conv rgence can be 
o (:lined by increasing ~t or £ I . 

In Ihis context it may be mentioned that for the present study the inplil bjf.l· of a 
neuron is taken as 

I 
1=2- (22)

L 

were i is the gray value of the corresponding pixel and L is the maximum gray value. 
The input/output Iran6rer function used is a second order polynomial (Eq. (II) with 
n = 2) 

S. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present work demonstrates an application of a neural network III Lne object 
extraction problem. A modified version of Hopfield's model is used as the neural 
network architecture. A single neuron is assigned to every pixel. The energy function 
is designed in such a manner that in a stable state of the network, neurons 
corresponding to compact homogeneous regions will be in ON (OFF) state while the 
others will be OFF (ON). Both the discrete and the continuous dynamics are studied 
for the purpose of object extraction. 
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The proposed technique has been implemented and tested on a set of compact highly 

noise corrupted images, and a gray tone uncorrupted image. The results obtained are 

quite satisfactory. The object pixels are found to self-organize to construct compact 

regions. The status updating procedure of a neuron gets consensus from its neighbours. 

Thus the system is not noise sensitive. In the case of uncorrupted (or less corrupted) 
images, the weights are to be assigned using the (j priori knowledge of the 
co-occurrence of the gray levels instead of gi ving 0 or 1. Otherwise, the results may 

become blurred. 

A comparative study is made with the iterative relaxation technique. An attempt on 
objective evaluation has also been done using the percentage of correct classification 

of pixels. This also conforms to the observation stated earlier. 
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